
STRENGTHS

Great Analyst and Abract Thinker

Imaginative and Original

Open-Minded

Enthusiastic
Objective

Honest and Straightforward

IQ - 130 (Upper Extreme)

Assertive

Prospecting

Thinking

Intuitive

Introverted

PERSONALITY TYPE - INTP (LOGICIAN)

Website // www.austinpiedmontvideo.com

Email // agpiedmont@gmail.com

CONTACT

Location // Enschede, Netherlands

Nationality // American

Remote Work // Yes (Preferred)

PERSONAL

Video Editing
Video Production
Video Planning
Filming (video & audio)
Interviewing
Project Management

SKILLS

Video editing | Video Production | Graphic design | Logo 
creation | Web design | Branding  

Freelance Creative 
Designer

May 2015 - Present Responsibilities:

Creation of promotional videos for social media | Editing 
digital submissions from various experts | Creation of 
engaging videos to present survey results | Planning, 
filming, and editing harm reduction courses 

Global Drug Survey
Jan 2018 - Sep 2020 Responsibilities:

Collaborating with marketing and retreat team to create 
video ideas | Planning and coordinating venues | 
Interviewing guests | Editing video and audio | Creating 
transcripts and subtitles | Creating different versions of 
final video for different social platforms | Hosting and 
recording live digital events | Editing and evergreening live 
digital events | Planning and coordinating internal training 
videos | Editing and posting internal training videos within 
learning platforms | Project management within Asana | 
Managing, reviewing, and approving video requests from 
different teams and projects

Synthesis Institute
Jun 2019 - Present Responsibilities:

EXPERIENCE

TESTIMONIALS

“Austin’s curiosity and intelligence have made him knowledgable about a very 

broad spectrum of topics.Always keeping an eye on individual well-being and 

development, he keeps a broad view of systems. He has great taste, and a gift 

for videography and webdesign.Seriously, he’s awesome.”

“Austin is skilled as a video editor, a team collaborator, and has a keen interest 

in the culture of a company and the workings of a team, which I appreciated 

tremendously. He went above and beyond in this area, for example, creating an 

Asana tutorial for the Synthesis team. Additionally, Austin always had creative 

and powerful ideas to infuse into the Synthesis team to increase productivity 

and camaraderie.”

Manager at 
Synthesis Institute

Shelly Roby

Colleague at 
Synthesis Institute

Melissa Watkins

AUSTIN PIEDMONT
WWW.AUSTINPIEDMONTVIDEO.COM
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